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In this note, we consider the hyperbolic equation
1 u+(--+p(x))u=O (0<x<l, --ctc)

with the boundary condition
( 2 ) (--x+h)ulxo--(x+H)ulx=l=O (--ctoo)
and with the initial condition
(3) ul=o=ao(X), Dtu]=o--a(x) (0xl).
We suppose that the coefficients P_(p, h, H) C[0, 1]RR and the
initial values a--(ao, a) e H(O, 1) L(0, 1) are. unknown, while the
boundary values o the solution u--u(x, t) e C((--c, )HI(O, 1))
C((-c c)--L(0, 1))cC ((-c o)[0, 1])x,t

(4) u[_-0=f0() u]:=f(t)
are observed and known or some T0. In order to study the iden-
tifiabilit (see [2], e.g.), let us consider the model equation

v+(-+q(x))v=O (Oxl, -t)(5)
with
(6)
and
(7)

( +])vl:o- ( +J)v Ix :,= o (- o t o)

vlt=o--bo(x), 3v]__o=b(x) (0xl)
for Q (q, ], J) e C[0, 1]RR and b (b0, b) e HI(0, 1) L(0, 1)..
Then, the unctions
( 8 ) e0(t)= go(t)--fo(t), e(t)-- g(t)--fl(t) (-- T t= T)
stand or the errors o identification, where
(9) go(t)=v[x:o, g(t)=vl= (--Tt=T).

To state our results, we introduce the following"
Notation 1. Ap,, denotes the Sturm-Liouville operator --3x/

p(x) in L(0, 1) with the boundary condition
(---}-h). Ix_-0=(+H). lx--0.

Notation 2. a(Ap,,)-{2}_-o (--co2-..-+oo) and
denote the eigenvalues and the eigenunctions of A,,, respectively,
the latter being normalized by I0,)--1.

Notation 3. The equation (1) with (2)-(3) is denoted by E(P, a).
Definition 1. We say E(P, a) G if

(10) (an)/ (aln)==/==O
for any n e N----{0, 1, 2, }, where
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(al Cn)Lx 1)(11) a=(a0, 0),(0,1), a-- (0,

We have the ollowing theorem on the uniqueness of_ the problem"
Theorem 1. If E(P, a) G, T=2 and

(12) e0(t)=(t)= 0 (--T<=t<=T),
then
(13) (Q, b)--(P, a)
follows. If E(P, a) e G, conversely, there exists Q=(q, ], J) e C[0, 1]
RR and b(bo, b)eHlx(O, 1)L(0, 1) such that
(12’) so(t)--sl(t)--O
in spite of
(13’) Q:/: P.
For the proof, see [7].

We now want to show the following theorem on the stability of
the problem"

Definition 2. For a>1/2, we say E(P, a) G if p e C[0, 1] and

(14) M:(n"+l)-<=(n+l)(a)+(aYGM.(n+l) (n e N)
or some constant M>0.

Here, a1/2 is a compatibility condition for (14) to a=(a0, a,)e
H(0, 1) L(0, 1). Note the relation

D((A../)’/)=Hx(O, 1) or
and the asymtotic formula
(15) 21n/’ ’/a: -}- 0(l J’t) (n--> oo).

Theorem 2. If E(P, a) G and T=2, then we have
(16) {Iq--P x(O,)+lY--hl+IJ--Hl-c(){]eo
for each :>0, provided that

The constant c() in (16) depends only on I[P co,,, lhl, IHI, T2, 1/2,
M in (14), and 0.

By a theorem on the non-harmonic Fourier series [3], we see that
(18) fo, f e H(-- T, T) for
and
(19) fo, f e H(--T, T) for
follow from (14), if p is sufficiently smooth. On the other hand, the
norms e0 I+(_,r)and Ile]l+(-r,) in the right side of (16) are best
possible. The gap (+2)--(a+l/2--e)=3/2+e (s0) of these Sobolev
exponents shows the ill-posedness of the present problem. Also it
suggests an important role of the irregularity of data in such an
identification. Actually, the inequality (16) owes much to the property
of the finite propagation of the hyperbolic equation (1). Therefore,
we cannot expect even such stability theorems as Theorem 2, for the
parabolic inverse problems studied in [9] and [4]-[6].

Our problem is related to the work [1]. For more details, see [8].
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